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Abstract: This paper considers the automated system for customer needs forecasting. We consider the basic
system implementation concept, describe the process of client identification and provide a list of the most
current technical support identification. This paper examines the key functions of an automated system and its
architecture is presented. Due to the fact that the system distinguishing feature is that the forecast is made for
the trading hall customer, special attention is given to the forecasting method of trading hall client needs.
Forecasting algorithm is described and illustrated by the algorithm example. In conclusion we list the possible
difficulties in the implementation of the automated system and provide a list of statistical data, needed to
evaluate its effectiveness.
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INTRODUCTION identification at the entrance in the trading hall and the

Today  in  the  retail trade there is fierce competition sales consultants.
for  customers.  To  attract  and  retain customers,
enterprise are adopting a variety of programs to increase Automated System for Trading Hall Customer Needs
customer loyalty, including discount and bonus cards, Forecasting Implementation Concept: The general
information letters about new products and special offers, concept of the automated system is shown in Figure 1.
etc.

The practice of customer personalization, used in The  Logic  of  the Automated  System  Is  as  Follows:
online stores, has shown its effectiveness and provided The client enters the trading hall, RFID tag on his
a significant increase in profits. Information about the discount card is read and its ID is passed to the
interests and preferences of the user is collected and automated system server-side identification module.
analyzed to form a personally-oriented content [1, 2]. Following the client identification, there is an automatic

As practice shown, this allows from the variety of formation of his profiles with personal data and
available options, to provide the user with the products recommendations. Next, trading hall manager receives the
that he may be interesting in, as well as to offer related application form and attach a specific sales assistant to a
products [3, 4]. customer.

The effect of trading hall customer customization has After obtaining of task, sales assistant is able to find
not been studied for today and creating project has to a client on the trading floor at his photo, to remind him
assess the "offline" stores personalization effectiveness. about the bonuses and to offer the products that were

In the offline stores it is not possible to implement the predicted in the system as a probable purchase.
customer personalization and profiling methods without After talking with the client, sales assistant may
his identification and subsequent analysis of individual change the status of the application, for example, if the
preferences. client refused his services. At the same time, the trading

The proposed project has the aim to determine the hall manager can perform remote real-time monitoring of
customer loyalty change degree in the case of the tasks execution.

provision of personal data and forecasted preferences to
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Fig. 1: System implementation concept

The outcome of the automated system Large reading range;
implementation and trial will assess the cost effectiveness Simultaneous reading of a large number of tags;
of the trading hall customer personalizing method Durable labels.
implementation by analyzing reports and sales graphs.

Automated system for forecasting customer needs Thus, RFID is the most simple, reliable and cheap
have to provide: option.

Customer identification at the entrance; portal RFID reader, supporting ISO15693 and ISO 18000-3-
Personal data processing for the forecasting its A standards [6]. For customer' cards RFID chips NXP I
needs in future; Code 1, I Code UID, I Code EPC are suitable. Wholesale
Customer profile formation; prices on the cards with these chips are $ 0.2 per share.
Sending client profile to the sales assistant mobile RFID identification process is provided by special
device; software, allows you to have a database of identifiable
Formation and distribution of logged customers objects  and  perform  the  necessary  data  manipulation
through SMS-messages with current stocks and [7, 8].
store novelties, customer bonuses.

To analyze the sales assistants’ activity and assess Automated System Functions: Analysis of customer
the quality of their work with clients, system has to personalization process showed the need to implement
provide additional functionality for reporting and the following functions that need an automated system
monitoring the customer service application status. for forecasting customer needs:

The  Identification  Method  of the Trading Hall Client: 1. Making changes in the customer base:
As the most effective identifying method, the RFID was
selected. For today, in individual retail stores and Assignment of RFID tags to client;
warehouses, to improve product accounting, RFID tags Entering data on the tag and photo in a client
are widely used [5]. Their main distinguishing features, database.
compared  to  other  authentication  methods,  such as
bar-coding, are: 2. Customer classification, based on ABC analysis:

Contactless reading and writing; Ranking customers by revenue;
Work out of sight; client class preservation.

For identification system organization, you need the

Description of the Forecasting Customer Needs
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3. Customer identification at the entrance and at the exit Sending profile to the sales assistant mobile device.
the trading hall:

RFID tags reading; work with the client:
Receiving RFID tag by identification subsystem;
Check out the client of trading hall; Mapping the resulting profiles on the sales assistant
Determination of the time, client spent in the trading mobile device;
floor; Confirmation of the desire to buy forecasted goods;
Sending the information to the profiles forming Application status change. Possible options for the
module. status:

4. Sending SMS messages to customers, who came: "Served by the sales assistant NAME" - assigns the

Formation of the message text, containing the amount application and start working with the client;
of accumulated rewards, information about "Refused to consult";
promotions and new products in store; "Accomplished".
Sending an HTTP request with the subscriber
number and the message to an SMS gateway 8. Generating a report by the status of the applications
provider; received for work with clients:
Waiting and receiving the response with the result of
sending the message; Generate reports on the application status in real-
Saving information about result of sending the time;
message in the database; Displaying report on the trading hall manager mobile
Processing the sending messages result and output device;
a list of clients with non-existent or blocked numbers Providing the opportunity to redirect requests for
for a long time. customer service;

5. Forecasting needs, based on previous sales: time counter of their stay;

Analysis of sales over a given period; purchases, stuck behind current sales assistant, with
Partition of customers to cluster groups; the client time of stay in the trading hall and the
Definition of the cluster group for client that has history of his statuses;
entered; Dinal evaluation of the sales assistant work.
Forecasting the possible purchase of the client on
the basis of his cluster group shopping analysis; 9. Forming a general report on the sales assistants
Forecasting adequacy analysis of the actual activity for the period.
customer purchase (number of matches). 10. Generating a report on the analysis of the change rate

6. Formation of customer profiles and sending it to the period:
sales assistant mobile:

Formation of customer profiles with the following Generate reports with the general convolutions of
information: photo, name, date of birth, discounts client activity key indicators, during the reporting
percentage, bonuses, age, recommendations for periods, such as: number of visits, average time
possible purchase; spent, average check amount.
Getting a list and status of sales assistants;
Introduction of a new client to the list of tasks and Incorporated in the design features are implemented
assigning it the status of "free"; in the architecture shown in Figure 2.
Sales assistant attachment to client entered; The feature of the described system is an automated
Update the queue for customer service based on the method for forecasting customer needs. The challenge of
client class; forecasting customer needs due the following reasons:

7. Changing the status of the submitted application to

"Free" - only for entered client;

status of sales assistant when it receives an

Viewing clients profiles in the trading hall and the

Obtaining information about trading hall customer

in consumer activity in comparison with the previous

Formation of sales graphs for the reporting periods;
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Fig. 2: Architecture of an automated sales management system

Large amounts of information are to be treated fairly images, creating a pattern of critical attributes. To
(perhaps millions of records); describe the new category is given a new, not previously
Personalization algorithms are often iterative, that is, involved in the neuron layer of recognition.
certain actions are repeated several times to meet the ART1 algorithm works with objects that are called
specified conditions; attributes vectors. The attributes vector is a group of
You need to produce a large amount of calculations binary values, which represent a certain type of
and comparisons. information. An example of attribute vector in the project

Sufficiently good results are provided by the use of indicates,  whether  the  customer  acquired  the  product
artificial intelligence (AI). Using AI personalization is (if yes, then the value is "1" - if not "0").
divided into two phases: Obtained attributes vectors for each customer are

Classification. the cluster (average set of purchases). The idea is that a
Making recommendations. group of similar data about the customer (contained in the

The Method of Forecasting Customer Needs: group of similar customers.
Classification of forecasting methods is given in [9]. The flowchart of ART1 is shown in Figure 3. 
Today, there are many methods of classification that may Initially, there is not a single prototype vector.
be used to forecast customers' needs. [10] To assess the Therefore, when algorithm is started, it creates the first
method efficiency, before its use, is not possible, prototype vector from the first attributes vector. Then all
therefore, for the initial algorithm implementation we subsequent attributes vectors with the vector-prototype
selected adaptive resonance theory [11]. In comparison are checking for similarity. The purpose of checking - to
with methods, such as the reference vector and other find out how similar the attributes vector and the current
genetic algorithms, the algorithm shown to be effective in prototype vector.
predicting customer needs. Personalization with the use of ART1 algorithm

ART-1 neural network is a binary input images consists of two stages. First, a standard ART1 algorithm
classifier, formed by several network categories. The for attributes vectors (customer data) is executed Next, to
decision is made in the form of one of the neurons get a recommendation, we analyze the attributes vector
excitation, discriminating layer, depending on the image (showing the customer, who needs to get a
similarity degree in the given category critical features recommendation), as well as a new element, the so-called
pattern. If this degree of similarity is low, i.e. the image summation vector. Summation vector, which is not
does not match any of the existing categories, for it, a new included in the algorithm ART1 itself, is the attribute
class, which will be further modified and refined other vectors column sum in the cluster (Figure 4).

is the choice of shopping. Each object of attributes vector

collected in the prototype vectors, that are the center of

cluster) will report information on the parameters for a
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Fig. 3: Algorithm ART1

Fig. 4: Determining the summation vector
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Fig. 5: Recommendation to the customer, using a vector of the last purchase for the current client and the summation
vector

Let us consider the process of issuing scenarios. For example, a customer may choose to ignore
recommendations for example. Let suppose that as a result the recommendations or oppose this kind of obsession
of summing for a cluster group, we determined the list of and processing of their personal data.
the most relevant products, with a total of more than five For today we collect statistical information on the
purchases. In Figure 4 such products are: ladder, a tray for results of the automated system first version
glue, paint rollers and duct tape. Next, is a comparison of implementation. We perform debugging of the client
the  cluster  group  summing  vector with the client last needs  forecasting  algorithm  and assess its adequacy.
purchase vector. We assess the consequences of the system

First, the summation vector is necessary to determine, implementation influence on store key performance
which  items  (columns)  are  represented in the cluster indicators, as follows: change in the average check
(that is not equal to "0"). Then, the algorithm finds the amount, the number of customer visits and the average
largest value in the summation vector, which corresponds time of a client in a store.
to an object in the customer attributes vector with a value
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